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“Exploratory data analysis is an attitude, a 
state of flexibility, a willingness to look for 

those things that we believe are not there, as 
well as those that we believe to be there.”

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
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— John Tukey (1970)



State of EDA in 2020
Programming Tools



State of EDA in 2020
Programming Tools Interactive Interfaces
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#1: Disconnect b/w Code + Interactive Tools
Interactive InterfacesProgramming Tools



#2: Plotting requires LOTS of code + decisions

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
df = pd.read_csv("data/cars.csv")
barVal = df.groupby("Origin").mean()["Horsepower"]
y_pos = range(len(barVal))
plt.barh(y_pos,barVal, align='center', alpha=0.5)
plt.yticks(y_pos,list(barVal.index))
plt.xlabel('Mean of Horsepower')
plt.ylabel('Origin')  
plt.show()

import plotly.graph_objects as go
import pandas as pd
df = pd.read_csv("data/cars.csv")
barVal = df.groupby("Origin").mean()["Horsepower"]
fig = go.Figure(go.Bar(
            x= barVal,
            y= barVal.index,
            orientation='h'))
fig.update_layout(
    xaxis_title="Mean of Horsepower",
    yaxis_title="Origin",
)
fig.show()

• How should my visualization look like?  

• What type of chart should I use?  

• How do I process my data to generate 
the visualization?
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#3: Trial-and-error is tedious and overwhelming
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In-situ Jupyter Widget Powerful Intent Language

df.set_intent([“Origin”,“Horsepower”])

Automatic visualizations 
of dataframes



Demo



Data Exploration at the Level of Thought
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High Correlation Low Correlation
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Actions: Recommended Visualization of Dataframes

Skewed Distribution Normal DistributionUneven Distribution Even Distribution
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Powerful, Intuitive Intent Specification Language
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df.set_intent([“Acceleration”,“Horsepower”])
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Quick, on-demand visualizations

Vis([“Horsepower”],df)

Let’s start by looking at Horsepower! Ok, now add Origin to this.

Vis([“Horsepower”,”Origin”],df)

Hmm…maybe aggregate by sum instead of average

Vis([“Origin”,  
     lux.Clause(”Horsepower”,aggregation=“sum”)],df)

What does other visualizations involving 
Horsepower look like?

VisList([“?”,”Horsepower”],df)
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